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The  evolution  of  the  broilers  corporal  mass  has  been  studied  depending  on  the 
controllable variables: L(lysine), M(metionine+cystine), obtaining the mathematical 
models  1 G ,  2 G ,  3 G .This work analyses statistically if the values of these models 
significantly differ from the control lot  0 G .(NRC 1994).Calculating the reports of 
correlation we specify which model is considered decisional in broilers nutrition. 
Key  words:  corporal  mass,  mathematical  model,  dispersional  analysis,  report  of 
correlation 
 
Introduction 
 
The evolution of broilers corporal mass is determined by some verifiable 
variables such as: L(lysine), M(metionine+cystine), or both.  
Determining the mathematical models [2] we submit them to the statistic 
analysis to decide if there are or not significant differences among them and the 
values given by N.R.C. 1994.  
Finally we decide if the unidimensional models are sufficiently precise, or 
we must use a two-dimensional model.  
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Corporal Mass, Mathematical Model, Dispersional Analysis, Correlation Report 
 
Results and Discussions 
 
The mathematical models precising the evolution of the broilers corporal 
mass depending on L(lysine), M(metionine+cystine) are:   534
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The determined two-dimensional model: 
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The evolution of the corporal mass given by N.R.C. 1994 , respective by 
the three mathematical models is given in table 1. 
 
Table 1 
Weekly values of the corporal mass 
Week 
number 
0 G   1 G   2 G   3 G  
1  125  125.64  125.58  121.96 
2  310  310.84  310.37  309 
3  537  550.06  556.27  548.12 
4  825  815.86  817.05  834.34 
5  1180  1135  1137.26  1167.91 
6  1560  1526.35  1534.95  1561.46 
7  1922.5  1899.08  1896.04  1909.39 
8  2290  2276.94  2273.99  2273.54 
9  2638  2638.53  2658.20  2659.82 
 
We  choose  as  model  of  statistic  analysis  the  unidimensional  model  in 
blocks,  being  more  efficient  than  the  unidimensional  randomized  model.  The 
values in table 1 smaller than 1000 form block A and the rest of them form block 
B.  
 
Preliminary calculations for block A 
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Preliminary calculations for block B 
n=5  n=5  n=5  n=5 
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Preliminary values for:  
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The study of the dispersional analysis is given in table 2.  
 
 
 
Table 2 
The dispersional analysis of the plan in blocks 
Source  GL  SP  MP 
c F  
Block  (2)-(1)=1  (2)-(1)= 
=18822252.0
7 
18822252.07   
Models  (3)-(1)=3  (3)-(1)= 
=703.53 
243.51 
001 . 0 = =
E
M
c MP
MP
F  
Error  (4)-(3)- 
-(2)+(1)=31 
(4)-(3)- 
-(2)+(1)= 
=6667394.43 
215077.2  90 . 2
3
05 . 0 ; 31 = F  
 
(1)=1 
(2)=b=2 
 
(3)=p=4 
(4)=N=36   536
 
The  determined  models  do  not  differ  significantly  at  the  threshold  of 
significance. In the second part of the paper we calculate the reports of correlation.  
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The values of the reports of correlation being approximately equal to 1, we 
can conclude that all these models are approximately exact.  
 
Conclusions 
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are models reflecting with great precision the evolution of broilers corporal 
mass for the whole growth period.  
 
2.  Model
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is proposed as a model of decision in the broilers nutrition.  
 
The motivation of this proposal is:  
a.  A great report of correlation  - 99.99%; 
b.  The  influence  of  the  other  controlable  variables  is  practically 
unsignificant. 
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